Guidelines for authors

– Contributions should be sent to the editorial board’s email address (bascinskiglasi@umas.hr) in Croatian, English, Italian, French or German.
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Contribution (paper) should contain the following:

– Author’s name and surname, name of the institution, town, state, e-mail
– Title of the paper
– Abstract, up to 100 words written in the language of the article
– Key words (up to 5 words, in the language of the article) following the abstract and 15-20 keywords for metadata of the PDF document
– Text
– Bibliography
– Title of the paper in English (if the article is in Croatian, Italian, French or German)
– Summary in English, up to 300 words
– Key words in English
– Curriculum vitae, up to 100 words, written in the language of the article and in English
Contributions should be sent as a Word document (without additional text formatting):
– Font – Times New Roman; Font Size – 12; Style – Normal; 1.5 Space; Alignment – Justified; (do not change automatic formatting in Word for Footnote).
– Title and Subtitles should be separated by double line spacing preceding the title and single line spacing following it or with single line spacing and the bold font type.
– Subtitles should be numbered manually (Do not generate these automatically using Word software).
– Do not use tabs at the beginning of paragraphs.
– Use of Enter (↵ / ¶ – a paragraph mark) only after a (sub)title and at the end of the paragraph (1 x).
– Do not use bold, underline, all caps and character spacing for emphasis or distinction. (Only exceptionally use bold for important technical terms or phrases in the text).
– Use of italics: (1) foreign-language spellings and terminology [Konzertstück]; do not italicise common musical marks and indications in Italian language (tempo, expression, technique, etc.: allegro, stretto, forte, dolce, staccato, etc.). (2) Titles of all works of art should be italicised (Fidelio, Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche op. 28), except the conventional titles of musical works according to the names of genres and forms (Piano Sonata in F minor op. 57, Ninth Symphony).
– Capitalisation should be maximised in English titles of musical works, books, etc. (e.g. The Structure of Atonal Music); capitalisation of foreign-language titles should follow the custom of the language concerned.
– Music examples and other graphics should be supplied as separate documents such as TIFF, PDF or JPG format, black and white or grayscale, from 300 to 1200 dpi. Supplements in colour should be supplied only when essential. Graphic supplements within the text should be numbered, appropriately labelled and described, and images should be numbered and labelled as in the text.
– Summary should have up to 300 words containing an introduction to and questions of a topic (subject), methodology, the interpretation of results and a conclusion.
– Authors are responsible for supplying written evidence of copyright permission in the key, with respect to the reproduction of music examples and similar materials, with obligatory note on the source, permission and/or acknowledgement for reproduced materials.
– Authors are entirely responsible for authenticity, originality, adequacy, quality and translation of a contribution.
Authors are not required to pay for the articles being published. No authorship fees shall be paid out either.